Dear Kumon Parents,
Summer is finally here! We hope your days are more
relaxed and filled with lots of fun. We are glad that
Kumon is part of your summer routine.
According to studies in the Journal of Educational
Research, children can lose approximately 2.6 months of
knowledge if not provided with any educational
stimulation over long breaks. Educational enrichment
programs such as the Kumon Method are a proven way
to keep students' minds engaged and focused on
retaining knowledge year round, especially between
grade levels.
Summer is an optimal time to start a supplemental education program such as Kumon to ensure
children do not fall behind in school during long breaks. Kumon's individualized math and reading
programs are tailored to each student with short, daily assignments and consistent practice that build a
thorough understanding of topics, strong work ethics, concentration, and self-learning. Students work at
their own pace, strengthening each skill before moving on to the next. Through repetition, students gain
confidence, build skills, retain vital information and begin each school year fully prepared and even
ahead of their peers.
From counting to calculus and basic phonics to advanced reading comprehension, students of all grade
levels progress at a pace that's right for them, while they develop a love of learning. Founded in Japan
in 1958, the Kumon Method uses an individualized approach that helps children develop a solid
command of math and reading skills.
Plus, students only need to do about 10-15 minutes per subject per day. This manageable amount
helps students stay on track and move ahead over the summer, retaining and building important skills,
while leaving 23 hours left each day for fun in the sun!
My staff and I are looking forward to a great summer with our amazing UVillage students and families!
Warm regards,
Jeannie Ianelli
206-524-0915
jeannie@kumonuvillage.com
www.kumonuvillage.com
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